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This is the first annual ARLIS NW chapter meeting I have attended. Perhaps it
was the perfect, sunny weather in a city as beautiful as Seattle’s, or the eventfilled itinerary that coupled art libraries and museums with some of Seattle’s
lovely historic culture, but every moment I felt like I was learning something
new. It would be impossible to recall my favorite part of the weekend, and so I
will summarize each event-packed day to hopefully give you a feel of how
informative and fun this annual meeting was.

DAY 1: ANNUAL M EETING, LIBRARY + HISTO RIC TO URS

An evening walk around Pike Place
Market

The chapter meeting was a great opportunity to observe what being a part of ARLIS as a professional librarian
entails—professional development doesn’t just end with your own institution, but involves connecting and
building relationships with other librarians, and communicating with each other about opportunities & issues that
arise across the discipline. It also means really collaborating together because conference planning is a LOT of
work. Two aspects that stood out for me were conference themes and student involvement opportunities. The
2016 conference theme that floated around intertwine the local environment of the Pacific Northwest into the
conference itself, which really demonstrates how our west coast culture is inherently connected to the beauty of
the mountains and water that surround us. I also was happy to hear the emphasis on (and warm welcome with) the
idea of having more student volunteers with upcoming 2016 conference. This will assuredly be relayed to my
cohort at UBC, who are eager to become more involved with the northwestern chapter of ARLIS.
While at the Asian Art Museum, I had the chance to tour the art library as well as the Ann P. W yckoff Teacher
Resource Centre. The resource centre is a free lending library for educators located in the Asian Art Museum
and essentially serves educators with innovative ways to promote
learning about art and integrating it into their own classrooms.
Having these library tours reminded me that there are many
different career paths that library students can embark on. Later
on, we were treated to lunch at Vios Café (thanks Traci for
taking us!), where we had the opportunity to chat more
informally.
After lunch, we took the bus to the Stim son-Green M ansion
where we received a tour of this historic home, owned by the
Washington Trust for Historic Preservation. The mansion is one of
the most significant residential landmarks in Seattle, and is truly
stunning, with so many intricate details throughout designed in
Tudor and Gothic style. Most of us met for dinner later near the
The Ladie’s Drawing Room @ the Stimson-Green
Seattle Pike Place Market, where we enjoyed the hustle and
Mansion
bustle of a busy Friday Seattle evening.

DAY 2: SEATTLE PUBLIC LIBRARY + S.A.M
Day two began with a really detailed, wonderful tour of the Hugh and
Jane Ferguson Seattle room/Special Collections at the Seattle Public
Library’s main branch. Aside from the fact that this public library is
incredibly light, airy and beautiful, the talk given by Anne Ferguson was
truly inspiring. Special collections are usually inaccessible for a majority
of the public because they require appointments, or special
permissions, or to be part of a particular institution. What I loved about
this collection was its mandate and goal of giving greater access.
Anyone is welcome to view and peruse the collection, and any material
that is locked behind glass simply requires the librarian to remove the
item and show the patron. The collection is saturated with unique Special Collections tour led by Anne
Ferguson at SPL, shown here displaying
pieces that, together, help to create an prints by Edward Curtis.
identity and cultural history for Seattle.
Anne raised an excellent question—what is the public library’s role in
preserving Seattle’s cultural history? To me, it seems very fitting to have
these items exactly where they are: accessible to the city of Seattle in an inclusive
and public space. The collection has many interesting and fascinating items, but a
particular treat for me was being able to flip through a 1906 edition of Cam era
W ork, which was a quarterly photographic journal published by 20th-century
photographer Alfred Stieglitz.

Edward Steichen. The Flatiron
(Evening) Camera Work (19051906) Photogravure.

The day’s events ended with a talk at the SAM (Seattle Art Museum) by Bronwyn
Dorhofer on creating a visual identity for the Portland Library and Learning
Commons. What I particularly noted in her talk was their “technology sand
box”—a really creative lending idea that allows patrons to play with and practice
new technologies. We were later given two tours at the SAM after lunch on our own: City Dwellers:
Contem porary Art From India and Pop! Departures. City Dwellers was particularly interesting for me, as
the exhibition offers an insider’s perspective of contemporary life in India through the eyes of 12 artists, who live
and work in different metropolitan areas.
Overall, it was an honor to attend, and I am incredibly grateful that I received
this award. With our newly formed group at UBC, AMALA, I am confident that
our students will become more involved with the northwestern chapter of ARLIS
during our time as library students, and continue to do so in the future as
professionals. Whether I was listening in on a particular talk, chatting informally
with a librarian, or even just walking along Seattle’s famous pike place market,
it’s moments like these outside of the classroom that rejuvenate the spirit and
create meaning in our personal and professional lives.
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